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To investigate the progressive collapse behavior of Steel ReinforcedConcrete (SRC) column-steel beamhybrid frame after the failure
of key structural elements, a PQ-Fiber model for an 8-storey structure is established in ABAQUS program. Nonlinear dynamic
and static pushdown analysis are carried out after the failure and removal of the bottom-middle and bottom-corner columns.
Numerical results of both methods agree well with each other. Results show that SRC column-steel frame has good resistance to
progressive collapse under dynamic instantaneous load. After sudden removal of a bottom middle column, the development of
structural collapse exhibits two mechanisms, the beam mechanism and the catenary mechanism. When the structure is within
small deformation range, the collapse resistance of the residual frame is provided by the beam bending moment capacity, which is
beam mechanism. For large deformation situation, the collapse resistance is mainly provided by the beam tensile strength, which
is catenary mechanism. However, with the removal of a bottom corner column, the residual structure only undergoes the beam
mechanism even for large deformations. For future practical applications, the influence of the steel ratio, steel section size, and the
vertical position of the removed key components are investigated through a detailed parametric study.

1. Introduction

After the progressive collapse of the Ronan Point apartment
due to gas explosion in London in 1968 [1], the structure
progressive collapse behavior has attracted great interests
from designers and researchers. ASCE07-05 [2] defined the
progressive collapse behavior as the spread of an initial local
failure between members, eventually resulting in collapse
of large part or even entire of the structure. Apart from
the United States, Britain, and Europe, other countries and
regions also introduced the corresponding structure progres-
sive collapse design specifications [2–7].

Many experimental and theoretical studies on the pro-
gressive collapse behavior of reinforced concrete frame and
steel frame have been reported, including structural collapse
mode and dynamic increasing factor. Tsai and Lin [8] con-
ducted nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamic analyses on
the progressive collapse behavior of the reinforced concrete
building subjected to column failure. By using alternate path
methods, J. Kim and T. Kim [9] studied the progressive

collapse-resisting capacity of steel frame. The results showed
that the progressive collapse risk was highest when a corner
column was suddenly removed. For practical applications,
Liu [10] proposed an empirical formula through calculating
the dynamic increasing factor (DIF), which can be used with
nonlinear static analysis to assess the potential of progressive
collapse for steel frames. Masoero et al. [11] presented an
analytical model for the collapse of a 2D frame after column
removal, which could be used to estimate the loads of collapse
initiation. Based on DOD2010 [3] design process Liang et al.
[12] investigated the progressive collapse behavior of a three-
storey steel frame structure which was designed according to
Chinese Design Code. Yi et al. [13] conducted a quasi-static
test method to analyze the progressive collapse process of
a RC frame structure after the failure of one of the bottom
columns. Li et al. [14] conducted a nonlinear static pushdown
analysis on the progressive collapse bearing capacity of the
whole cast-in-place reinforced concrete frame loaded under
different seismic intensities. The results showed that the
seismic design improved the progressive collapse capacity of
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Figure 1: Finite element model of a hybrid frame.

the frame structure under the beam mechanism but has a
limited increase when the structure is under the catenary
mechanism. Fascetti et al. [15] proposed a new procedure
from nonlinear static and dynamic analyses to evaluate the
robustness of RC frame to progressive collapse after a sudden
loss of vertical load carrying.

From the above literature, it can be seen that the current
theory or experiment studies on progressive collapse are
mostly about reinforced concrete structures (RC) and steel
structures. In practical engineering, other than just steel
structure or RC structures, more and more hybrid structures
are developed to meet higher requirement of structure dura-
bility, performance, and economic and other aspects. A type
of hybrid frame which consists of Steel Reinforced Concrete
(SRC) column and structural steel beam is one of the widely
used hybrid structures. It was proved to have good seismic
performance and economic advantages compared with just
structure steel frame or RC frame structure. However, there
is little research on the progressive collapse ability of this SRC
column-steel beam hybrid frame structure. It is most likely to
occur under occasional impact loads such as explosion.

This paper addresses the progressive collapse behavior of
SRC column-steel beam hybrid frame. An 8-storey hybrid
frame structure was designed according to the current Seis-
mic Code of China, and the pushdown analysis was carried
out by using alternate pathmethod under the occasional load.
Based on the analysis results, the progressive collapse ability
and collapse mechanism of the hybrid frame were studied,
and the influence of the parameters such as the steel ratio of
SRC column, steel section size, and the vertical position of
removing key components were also investigated.

2. Calculation Method and Verification

2.1. FEMModeling of Steel Reinforced Concrete (SRC) Column-
Steel Beam Hybrid Frame Structure. In this study, ABAQUS
program was employed for structure analysis. The hybrid
frame components are all modeled by the two-dimensional
plane element. This type of unit allows shear deformation,
and takes into account the limited axial strain. The finite
element model of a hybrid frame is shown in Figure 1. The
reinforcing bars are defined by the ∗ rebar keyword, and the
number, position, and size of the each rebar are modeled

Figure 2: Discretization of the steel in the SRC column.
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Figure 3: Stress-strain curve of concrete.

according to the actual situation.The steel in the SRC column
will be separated into several steel fibers, as shown in Figure 2.

The concrete 03 in PQ-Fiber was used for the concrete
constitutive model. This model is based on the concrete
skeleton curve in current Chinese Code [16], in which the
tensile strength of the concrete model can be considered.
The stress-strain curve (Figure 3) of concrete under uniaxial
tension can be determined by (1a), (1b), (1c), and (1d).

𝜎 = (1 − 𝑑𝑡) 𝐸𝑐𝜀, (1a)

𝑑𝑡 =
{{
{{
{

1 − 𝜌𝑡 [1.2 − 0.2𝑥5] 𝑥 ≤ 1
1 − 𝜌𝑡
𝛼𝑡 (𝑥 − 1)1.7 + 𝑥

𝑥 > 1, (1b)

𝑥 = 𝜀𝜀𝑡,𝑟 , (1c)

𝜌𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡,𝑟𝐸𝑐𝜀𝑡,𝑟 , (1d)
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where 𝑑𝑡 is tensile damage evolution parameters of concrete,
𝛼𝑡 is decreasing parameters of concrete tensile constitutive
curve, 𝑓𝑡,𝑟 is uniaxial tensile strength of concrete, 𝜀𝑡,𝑟 is the
concrete strain corresponding with 𝑓𝑡,𝑟 , and the parameter
values in the formula are taken as in Chinese Code.

The stress-strain curves of concrete under uniaxial com-
pression (Figure 3) can be determined by (2a), (2b), (2c), (2d),
and (2e):

𝜎 = (1 − 𝑑𝑐) 𝐸𝑐𝜀, (2a)

𝑑𝑐 =
{{
{{
{

1 − 𝜌𝑐𝑛𝑛 − 1 + 𝑥𝑛 𝑥 ≤ 1
1 − 𝜌𝑐
𝛼𝑐 (𝑥 − 1)2 + 𝑥

𝑥 > 1, (2b)

𝜌𝑐 = 𝑓𝑐,𝑟𝐸𝑐𝜀𝑐,𝑟 , (2c)

𝑛 = 𝐸𝑐𝜀𝑐,𝑟𝐸𝑐𝜀𝑐,𝑟 − 𝑓𝑐,𝑟 , (2d)

𝑥 = 𝜀𝜀𝑐,𝑟 , (2e)

where 𝑑𝑐 is the compressive damage evolution parameter, 𝛼𝑐
is decreasing parameters,𝑓𝑐,𝑟 is uniaxial compressive strength
of concrete, and 𝜀𝑐,𝑟 is the concrete strain at peak stress. The
parameter values in the formula are taken as in Chinese Code
[16].

USTEEL02 model of PQ-FIBER is used for the consti-
tutive model of steel and rebar. Figure 3 shows the uniaxial
stress-strain curve, where 𝑘 is the hardening stiffness coeffi-
cient which represents the ratio of the second stage stiffness
and the elastic modulus of the steel and is taken as 0.01 in this
model.

In order to verify the applicability of the modeling in
ABAQUS program of the SRC column-steel beam hybrid
frame, the seismic behavior of the hybrid frame experiment
conducted by Li and Zhao [17] was simulated. A one-way
horizontal load is applied to the planar frame in the finite
element model in Figure 1, with the analysis results shown
in Figure 5. It indicated that the rigidity of the analysis curve
is consistent with the stiffness of the test curve in the elastic
stage. Beyond elastic stage the analyzed stiffness is slightly
larger than the test value. The main reason is that the load on
the structure in experimental test is cyclic load, while in the
analysis it is monotonically horizontal load. Another possible
reason is that the slip between the steel section and the
concrete is not considered in the simulation, hence resulting
in a faster drop in stiffness value than the tested value.
However, it can be concluded that the two curves fit well.

The good agreement between the FEM method and the
experimental results shows that it is feasible to carry out
the elastoplastic simulation analysis to the SRC column-steel
beam hybrid frame in the ABAQUS with PQ-FIBER.

2.2. Direct Dynamic Analysis. The straightforward progres-
sive collapse capacity analysis of a frame is dynamic analysis
on the remaining structure under the instantaneous load

from the force redistribution due to sudden collapse or failure
of one column (Khandelwal and El-Tawil, 2011 [18]). How-
ever, the direct dynamic analysis method is time consuming
and the massive data obtained during the analysis is not easy
to interpret into design procedure. In this paper, a simplified
pseudostatic analysis method is proposed to analyze the
remaining structural system through applying a downward
static load at the column collapsing point to represent the
unbalanced reaction force from the column. This method is
also named pushdown method. The direct dynamic analysis
method here will be used as verification for the presented
pushdown method.

2.3. Pushdown Method (Nonlinear Static Analysis). For the
model considered in this paper, the material nonlinearity
of steel and concrete needs to be considered in the analysis
due to the large deformation estimated. In addition, due
to the large number of elements involved in this model,
the displacement-controlled nonlinear static method will be
employed to improve the efficiency and accuracy of analysis.
The structure dynamic effect will be considered and the
dynamic increasing factor will be investigated.

In accordance with DOD2010 [3] and GSA2003 [4], after
some structural components are removed and the initial
destruction occurs, the residual structure damage is allowed.
However, this damage should be restricted to avoid the
progressive collapse damage in the residual structure.There is
also a need to analyze the capacity of the remaining structure,
and its progressive collapse ability.

According to US specification GSA2003 [4], if using the
alternate load path method for progressive analysis, some
of the specific vertical load-bearing components of structure
need to be removed, and the overall structure damage should
be controlled within the specified allowable range. In this
paper, nonlinear static pushdown analysis of SRC column-
steel beam hybrid frame is carried out using this method,
removing SRC columns here in our case. In the pushdown
analysis process, load is gradually applied to the structure
and increased until the damage occurs.Then the relationship
between structural resistance and deformation is able to be
obtained, which will be used to determine the progressive
ability of the structure.

Specifically in the ABAQUS program, the failure com-
ponent is firstly removed by using life and death unit
method, which can be achieved by the command of ∗
MODELCHANGE, TYPE = ELEMENT, REMOVE.Then the
linear loadwill be gradually applied to the beamuntil the final
destruction of the structure.

As a verification pushdown method is used to simulate a
1/3 reinforced concrete frame experiment, which is designed
according to the reinforced concrete design specification [13].
The gradual failure of the column in the bottom of the
frame (Figure 6) is simulated by decreasing the load which
was applied by jack. Based on concrete material model (the
PQ-Fiber unit, in Figure 3) and steel constitutive model
(Figure 4), the above-mentioned experimental progressive
process was simulated by ABAQUS program. The middle
column unloading force-unloading displacement curves of
experimental and simulation are shown in Figure 6. It can be
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Figure 4: Stress-strain curve of steel.
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Figure 5: Load-displacement curve of SRC hybrid frame.

seen from the figure that the simulation results of both the
elastic section and the plastic section are in good agreement
with the experimental results, which shows that the progres-
sive collapse of the structure can be effectively simulated, and
the PQ-FIBERmodel can be used to simulate the progressive
collapse behavior of concrete.

Assuming the relationship between applied load 𝐹𝐹𝐿 and
the vertical deflection𝑦 at the collapse columnpoint obtained
from above static analysis is

𝐹𝐹𝐿 = 𝑓 (𝑦) . (3)

The maximum dynamic displacement 𝑦𝑑 after considering
the impact effect due to sudden collapse of the column can
be obtained through solving the following equation:

𝐹𝐹𝐿𝑦𝑑 = ∫
𝑦
𝑑

0
𝑓 (𝑦) 𝑑𝑦, (4)

where the 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝑦𝑑 on the left side of the equation means the
work down by the applied load 𝐹𝐹𝐿, and the integral term
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Figure 6: Load-displacement curves of pushdown analysis and test
results.

∫𝑦𝑑
0
𝑓(𝑦)𝑑𝑦 on the right side means the deformational energy

stored in the structure. Considering the damping effect, the
maximum dynamic displacement 𝑦𝑑 can be expressed as

𝑦𝑑 =
[1 + 𝑒−𝜉𝜋] 𝑦𝑑
2 , (5)

where 𝜉 is the damping ratio for the system, 𝜉 = 0.02 for
steel structures, and 𝜉 = 0.05 for concrete structures. For the
hybrid structure in this paper, 0.02 is used for damping ratio
for conservative analysis.

In order to make the analysis result more clear, this paper
adopts the concept of the load resistance coefficient proposed
by Khandelwal and El-Tawil [18], which was defined as the
ratio of the vertical incremental load on the beam to the
normal load on it, as shown in the following formula:

𝐹𝑂𝐿 = 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐹𝑂 , (6)

where 𝐹𝑂𝐿 is the load resistance coefficient, 𝐹𝑂 is initial
axial force in the collapsed column, and 𝐹𝐹𝐿 is the vertical
incremental load on the beam.

Considering (6), (4) can be normalized as

𝐹𝑂𝐿𝑦𝑑 = ∫
𝑦
𝑑

0
𝑓𝑂𝐿 (𝑦) 𝑑𝑦, (7)
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Figure 7: The planar arrangement of the hybrid frame structure.

where 𝑓𝑂𝐿 is the static relationship function between load
resistance coefficient and vertical displacement at the collapse
column point.

According to DOD2010 [3], the subsequent destruction
of structural residual components should be strictly limited,
which means that the residual structural components cannot
exceed the ultimate plastic deformation of the component.
In this paper, the progressive collapse failure criterion of the
structure followsDOD2010 [3] requirement and the displace-
ment difference at both ends of the steel beam is limited to
1/10 of span.

As for the removal of key components in progressive
collapse analysis, GSA2003 [4] suggested four types of typical
bottom frame columns, including internal columns, mid-
column in long side, mid-column in short side, and corner
columns. DOD2010 [3] also requires removal of the side
column of the upper structure. This is because the bottom
columns are more likely to have accidental loads, while the
upper side columns are more likely to be exposed to gas
explosion and the impact of flying objects. According to Chi-
nese progressive collapse specification, bottom columns and
upper floor columns where the cross sections change are the
key components to be removed.

In this paper, pushdown analysis will be carried out by
removing the bottom corner column and themiddle column.
Their effect on structure progressive collapse behavior was
analyzed and parameters analysis was investigated.

3. Main Parameters and Calculation Principles

3.1. Design Parameters. The calculation model is 8-storey
SRC column-steel beam hybrid frame structure. The plan
drawing is shown in Figure 7.The storey height is 3.6 meters.
There are 6 continuous spans along 𝑋 direction and 3 span
along 𝑌 direction. Column cross sections in storeys 1–4 are
550mm × 550mm and in storeys 5–8 are 500mm × 500mm.
Concrete compressive strength is 40MPa, and steel yield
strength is 235MPa.

3.2. Load and Member Details. Dead loads on both floor and
roof are 5.0 kN/m2, live loads on floor and roof are 2.0 kN/m2
and 0.5 kN/m2, respectively. The combination of load effects

Table 1: Cross section of SRC column.

SRC
column

Section size
(mm)

Steel size (mm)
(height × width ×
web × flange)

Longitudinal
reinforcement

1–4
storey 550 × 550 300 × 300 × 12 × 16 12Φ18
5–8
storey 500 × 500 240 × 240 × 10 × 17 12Φ16
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Figure 8: Elevation drawing of the hybrid frame structure.

in this paper is calculated according to the Code for Anti-
Collapse Design of Building Structures [19] issued by the China
Engineering Construction Association in 2014. The detail of
the SRC column is listed in Table 1.

3.3. Analysis of Progressive Collapse Behavior. As shown in
Figure 8, for the structure being considered, the bottom
middle column B4 was removed and the structure was
subjected to pushdown analysis.The second analysis is where
the bottom corner column B1 was removed.

3.4. Progressive Collapse Behavior after Removal of Bottom
Middle Column B4. Themiddle column B4 is removed from
the frame and the column top is used as control node. Both
dynamic analysis and pseudostatic pushdown analysis were
carried out using ABAQUS program.

3.4.1. Dynamic Analysis Results. The dynamic displacement
of themiddle columnupper node and the bendingmoment of
the connecting beam are shown in Figures 9 and 10. It can be
seen that the maximum dynamic response (at the beginning
of the loading) is nearly double the value of the stable static
response, which is similar to previous studies [10, 12, 14]. It
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Figure 9: The displacement of middle column upper node versus
time in dynamic model.
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Figure 10: The bending moment of connecting beam to middle
column upper node versus time in dynamic model.

indicates that the impact increasing effect cannot be ignored
for structures with sudden column failure or collapse.

3.4.2. Pushdown Analysis Method. The deformation of frame
after collapse of column B4 is shown in Figure 11. Figure 12(a)
shows the relationship between the vertical displacement
and the resistance coefficient of the column top node after
the failure of the bottom middle column B1 from static
analysis. Based on (5) and (7) and Figure 12(a), the dynamic
displacement-resistance coefficient curve can be obtained as
shown in Figure 12(b). It can be seen from the figure that
the residual structure after removal of the column has a
strong vertical stiffness and remaining capacity.The dynamic
vertical displacement of the node is around 0.037m, which
is exactly the same as shown in the dynamic analysis results
of Figure 8. Considering Figure 12(a), the pseudostatic load
coefficient is 1.94. If the dynamic displacement reaches the
standard limit of 0.48m, which is equivalent to 1/10 of beam
span, the load resistance coefficient is 2.62. It is obvious
that the structure does not collapse after the removal of the
column B1 from this SRC column-steel beam hybrid frame.

Figure 13 shows the bending moment-resistance coeffi-
cient curve of the steel beam which is connected with the
removed column B4 after static analysis. It can be seen that

the bendingmoment of the steel beam increases abruptlywith
the increase of the resistance coefficient at the beginning of
loading, with compressive axial force which increases linearly
at a slow rate. The residual structure mainly depends on the
bending capacity of the beam, and this stage is the beam
mechanism stage.When the resistance coefficient is increased
to 1.8 at the bending moment of 429.5 kNm the beam reaches
its ultimate plastic moment. After that point, the bending
moment gradually becomesmore stable. Considering the fact
that the pseudostatic load coefficient is 1.94 after removal of
the column, the maximum dynamic ending moment within
the steel beam can be considered as 430MPa, which is exactly
the same as the dynamic analysis result in Figure 10.

Figure 14 shows the axial force-resistance coefficient
curve of the steel beam which is connected with the removed
columnB1.These figures show that, after resistance coefficient
of 1.8, the slope of the curve becomes larger and the axial
force in the beam increases rapidly. The hybrid frame enters
the catenary phase gradually through the transition phase,
and its anticollapse abilitymainly depends on the axial tensile
bearing capacity of the steel beam.

3.5. Progressive Collapse Behavior after Removal of Bottom
Corner Column. The corner column B1 is removed from the
frame and the column top is used as control node. Both
dynamic analysis and pseudostatic pushdown analysis were
carried out using ABAQUS program. From the pseudostatic
pushdown analysis the deformation of overall structure is
analyzed and shown in Figure 15.

Figure 16(a) shows the static analysis results for resis-
tance coefficient-displacement curve of the frame after the
bottom corner column is removed. Similar to the bottom
middle column failure, the dynamic displacement-resistance
coefficient curve for the corner column collapse mode can
be obtained based on Figure 16(a) and (5) and (7) as shown
in Figure 16(b). It can be seen from the figure that the
residual structure after removal of the column has a strong
vertical stiffness and remaining capacity. The dynamic ver-
tical displacement of the node is around 0.065m. Consid-
ering Figure 16(a), the pseudostatic load coefficient is 1.51 at
the displacement of 0.065m. If the dynamic displacement
reaches the standard limit of 0.48m, which is equivalent
to 1/10 of beam span, the load resistance coefficient is 1.79
(Figure 16(b)). It is obvious that the structure does not
collapse after the removal of the corner column from this SRC
column-steel beam hybrid frame.

The relationships of the beam bending moment versus
resistance coefficient of the structure after bottom corner
column removed are given in Figure 17. It can be seen from
Figure 17 that themoment of the beam at the beginning of the
loading increases sharply, which shows a very obvious “beam
mechanism.”Then, when the resistance coefficient increased
to 1.01, the plastic hinge began to develop in the beam ends
section with the bending moment changing more slowly.
After this point the residual structure has been unable to
continue to withstand more loads. Because the pseudostatic
load coefficient is 1.51, the beam already comes into plasticity
during the impact procedure due to sudden collapse of corner
column.
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Figure 11: Deformation cloud diagram of the hybrid frame after the failure of the bottom middle column.
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Figure 12: Vertical displacement-resistance coefficient curve of the hybrid structure after the failure of the bottom middle column.

The relationship of the axial force versus resistance coeffi-
cient of the structure after bottom corner column is removed
is given in Figure 18. It can be seen that the beam is always in
compression during the loading process, while in the bottom
middle column removal case the beam is mainly in axial
tensile strengh (Figure 14). In summary, after the removal of

the bottom corner column, the upper residual structure (the
part related to the removed column) becomes a geometrically
variable system. When the bending moment of the beam
reaches the ultimate moment, the residual structure cannot
bear any more vertical load, and there is no “catenary mech-
anism” system formed after the “beam mechanism” stage.
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Table 2: Different SRC column-steel ratio parameters for models (1)–(3).

Model
Steel size in 1–4 storeys
(mm) (height × width ×

web × flange)
Steel size in 5–8 storeys
(mm) (height × width ×

web × flange)
Steel ratio in 1–4

storeys (%)
Steel ratio in 5–8

storeys (%)

(1) 300 ∗ 300 ∗ 8 ∗ 12 240 ∗ 240 ∗ 8 ∗ 12 3.2 3.1
(2) 300 ∗ 300 ∗ 12 ∗ 16 240 ∗ 240 ∗ 10 ∗ 17 4.7 4.8
(3) 300 ∗ 300 ∗ 16 ∗ 28 240 ∗ 240 ∗ 18 ∗ 24 7.4 6.9
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Figure 13: Bending moment-resistance coefficient curve of the steel
beam connected with the removed middle column.
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Figure 14: Axial force-resistance coefficient curve of the steel beam
connected with the removed middle column.

From the above discussion, it can be seen that there are
two stages in the progressive collapse process of SRC column-
steel beam hybrid frame: “beam mechanism” and “catenary
mechanism,” which is similar to the failure process of
RC frame and steel frame [8, 9, 11–15]. As the catenary
mechanism mainly depends on the tensile force of the steel
beam, it is important to improve the tensile capacity of the
beam section to improve the progressive collapse ability of the
structure. At the same time, since the catenary mechanism
can not be formed in the hybrid frame after the removal of
the corner columns, its progressive collapse ability is weak.
So the bottom corner column should be strengthened in the
progressive collapse design.

4. Parametric Analysis of Progressive
Collapse Behavior of SRC Column-Steel
Beam Hybrid Frame

4.1. Effect of Steel Ratio of SRC Column. SRC column is the
basic vertical load-bearing component in a hybrid frame.
According to the design rules of steel composite structure
[20]: the minimum steel ratio of SRC components is 3%, the
appropriate steel ratio can be 5% to 8%, and thickness of steel
component should be not less than 6mm. Based on the above
requirements, the steel ratio in this paper is increased by
increasing the thickness of the flange plate and the thickness
of the web without changing the flange width and section
height. Table 2 shows the three different SRC column-steel
ratio parameters for the model.

The SRC column-steel beam hybrid frame analysis model
was established according to the three different column-steel
ratio parameters in Table 2; then the SRC column of the same
position was removed and the pushdown analysis was carried
out, respectively.

4.1.1. Removing Bottom Middle Column. Figure 18 shows the
displacement-resistance curve of the three hybrid frame
models with different steel ratio after the bottom middle
column was removed.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that when the limit of dam-
age criterion is reached (i.e., the vertical displacement of 0.48
points), the resistance coefficients of the three models are
2.73, 3.02, and 3.36, respectively. This shows that the pro-
gressive collapse behavior of the system increases with the
increase of steel ratio. This is because the vertical load is the
main control load after the removal of vertical components.
Increasing the steel ratio of SRC column can improve the
overall stiffness of the structure and hence slightly improve
the anticollapse bearing capacity of the structure.

4.1.2. Removing Bottom Corner Column. Figure 20 shows
the displacement-resistance curve of the three models with
different steel ratio after the bottom corner column was
removed.

As can be seen from the figure, with the increase of steel
ratio in the SRC columns, the resistance coefficient growth
rate is very small.This is a similar conclusion as the removal of
middle column. Increasing the steel ratio of the SRC column
has a slight effect on the anticollapse ability of hybrid frame
structure.

4.2. Effect of Cross Section Size of Steel Beam. The beam
mechanism stage is the first stage of the progressive collapse
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Figure 15: Deformation of the hybrid frame after the failure of the bottom corner column.
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(a) Static displacement-resistance coefficient curve
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(b) Dynamic displacement-resistance coefficient curve

Figure 16: Vertical displacement-resistance coefficient curve of the hybrid structure after the failure of the bottom corner column.

process of the SRC column-steel beam hybrid frame. In
that stage the anticollapse ability of the structure is mainly
provided by the bearing capacity of the beam. Therefore the
cross-sectional size of the beam has a direct effect on the
progressive collapse of the structure. In addition, changing
the beam cross-sectional dimensions, the beam-to-column
linear stiffness ratio of the frame will also change. Also
the beam-to-column linear stiffness ratio is an important
factor in determining the integrity of the structure, which
will affect the structure ductility, internal force distribution

and energy consumption, and other properties. Therefore,
this paper presents a parametric analysis for the hybrid
frame with different beam cross-sectional dimensions and
corresponding beam-to-column linear stiffness ratios, which
is shown in Table 3.

4.2.1. Removing Bottom Middle Column. The curves of the
vertical displacement versus resistance coefficient of the
hybrid frame with different beam parameters (Table 3) after
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Figure 17: Bending moment-resistance coefficient curve of the steel
beam connected with the removed corner column.
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Figure 18: Axial force-resistance coefficient curve of the steel beam
connected with the removed corner column.

Table 3: Beam dimension and corresponding beam-to-column
linear stiffness ratios (models (4)–(7)).

Model
Beam dimension (mm)
(height × width × web
× flange)

Beam-to-
column linear
stiffness ratios
in storeys 1–4

(𝑖𝑏/𝑖𝑐)

Beam-to-
column linear
stiffness ratios
in storeys 5–8

(𝑖𝑏/𝑖𝑐)
(4) 350 ∗ 250 ∗ 12 ∗ 16 0.143 0.218
(5) 400 ∗ 250 ∗ 14 ∗ 16 0.195 0.292
(6) 400 ∗ 250 ∗ 16 ∗ 24 0.266 0.401
(7) 450 ∗ 250 ∗ 16 ∗ 24 0.421 0.562

removing the bottom middle column are presented in
Figure 21.

It can be seen from Figure 21 that the trend of the
four curves is consistent. When the structure reaches the
failure criterion with the vertical displacement of 0.48m, the
resistance coefficients of the four models are 2.07, 2.58, 2.97,
and 3.76, respectively. It indicates that the steel cross section
size is closely related to the final progressive collapse bearing
capacity of the hybrid frame. The larger the cross section is,
the stronger the ultimate resistance of progressive collapse
will be. The reason is that the ultimate progressive collapse
bearing capacity of the hybrid frame is greatly influenced by
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Figure 19: Displacement-resistance curve of the three models with
different steel ratio after the bottom middle column was removed.
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Figure 20: Displacement-resistance curve of the three models with
different steel ratio after the bottom corner column was removed.

the ultimate moment of the “beam mechanism” stage, which
is closely related to the beam section size.

4.2.2. Removing Bottom Corner Column. The curves of the
vertical displacement versus resistance coefficient of the
hybrid structure from the threemodels (Table 3) after remov-
ing the bottom corner column are given in Figure 22. It
shows similar trend as Figure 21. With the increase of the
cross-sectional dimension of the steel beam, the resistance
coefficient of the model increases correspondingly, at values
of 0.95, 1.47, 1.96, and 2.63 when the frame reaches the failure
criterion. Again it indicates that the progressive collapse
behavior of the SRC column-steel beam hybrid frame has a
very close relationship with the cross section of the beam.
It is worth noting that when the section of steel beam is
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Figure 21: Vertical displacement-resistance coefficient relationship
ofmodels with different beamparameters after removing the bottom
middle column.
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Figure 22:The vertical displacement-resistance coefficient relation-
ship of models with different beam parameters after removing the
bottom corner column.

350 ∗ 250 ∗ 12 ∗ 16 (the stiffness ratio of beam and column is
0.143), the resistance coefficient is 0.95.That is, after removing
the vertical member, the progressive collapse of the hybrid
frame will occur under normal load.

4.3. Effect of the Different Vertical Demolition Positions. The
effects of the removal of the middle column and the corner
column on the progressive collapse behavior and the cor-
responding collapse mechanism are studied in the previous
section; however, both analyses are about removal of the
bottom storey column elements. To investigate more the
effect of the vertical position of the removal column on the
progressive collapse behavior, further pushdown analysis was
conducted on the first, fourth, and seventh storey columns to
represent the lower, middle, and upper parts of the structure.

Figures 23 and 24 are the curves of the vertical displace-
ment versus the resistance coefficient at the control node for
removal of the middle column and the corner column in
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Figure 23: Vertical displacement-resistance coefficient curves
obtained by removing the middle column in different floors.
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Figure 24: Vertical displacement-resistance coefficient curves
obtained by removing the corner column in different storeys.

different floors. It can be seen from the curves that, for both
middle column and corner column removal, the lower the
vertical position of the removed column is, the greater the
load resistance coefficient of the structure is at the limit of
the failure criterion. It also indicates that the cross section
of the column needs to be designed stronger if the lower
columns are considered. In addition, the more the beam and
column components which can form pull system are in the
upper structure, the larger the redundancy is and the more
the load transferring path that could be obtained is, and hence
more elements can be inbolved in the process of internal force
redistribution.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the ABAQUS program is used to establish the
SRC column-steel beam hybrid frame model, of which the
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progressive collapse behavior is studied by both dynamic
analysis and the pseudostatic pushdown method. The results
of bothmethods agreewell with each other. Some conclusions
can be drawn from this investigation.

(1) For the bottommiddle column removal case, the SRC
column-steel frame has good resistance to progressive col-
lapse under dynamic instantaneous load (impact effect from
sudden column collapse). At the beginning of the loading, the
progressive collapse resistance of hybrid frame is provided by
the bending capacity of the steel beam (beam mechanism).
And after the beam reaches its ultimate moment, the frame
collapse resistance is provided by the tensile capacity of steel
beam (catenary mechanism).

(2) For the bottom corner column removal case, the SRC
column-steel frame does not collapse under dynamic instan-
taneous load (impact effect from sudden column collapse).
But its resistance to progressive collapse is relatively smaller
than that ofmiddle columnbeing removed. In addition, when
the steel beam reaches the ultimate moment, the residual
structure cannot bear any more vertical load, and there
is no catenary mechanism system formed after the beam
mechanism system.

(3) Increasing the steel ratio in the SRC column can
slightly improve the progressive collapse bearing capacity of
the SRC column-steel beam hybrid structure.

(4) Because the ultimate progressive collapse bearing
capacity of the hybrid frame is greatly influenced by the
ultimate moment of the “beammechanism” stage, increasing
the cross section of the steel beam can significantly improve
the progressive collapse behavior of the hybrid frame.

(5) The lower the position of the removed column in
the structure, the better the progressive collapse behavior of
hybrid structure system and the greater the load resistance
coefficient of the structure.
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